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Abstract

Historically, twinning information has been obtained by optical microscopy, TEM, and neutron
diffraction. Recent research has shown that automated electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) can
be used to extract reliable twinning statistics . An automated twin identification technique for use
with EBSD has facilitated a greater understanding of deformation twinning in materials . The key
features of this automated framework are the use of the crystallographic definition of twin
relationships, the inclination of the common K, plane at a twin boundary, and the correct
identification of the parent orientation in a parent/twin pair. The complex nature of the parent/twin
interactions required the use of a voting scheme to correctly identify parent orientations . In those
few cases were the voting scheme was unable to determine parent orientation (< 2 pct) the algorithm
allows for manual selection . Twin area fractions are categorized by operative twin systems along
with secondary and tertiary twinning . These statistics are reported for a-zirconium and 316E
stainless steel. These improved twin statistics can help quantify deformation processes as well as
provide validation of plasticity models for materials that exhibit deformation twinning .

Introduction

As the predictive capabilities of twin models improve, gross measures of twin density or twin area
fractions may no longer be sufficient validation metrics . Details of the microscopic deformation
such as the balance between competing twin types and the number of active twin variants may be
required. One example of this progress toward greater microstructural detail can be seen in studies
of shape memory alloys [1,2] . In an effort to obtain statistical twin information automated electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) [3] has been used but most EBSD work has only focused on
misorientation relationships [4] . To extend twin studies with EBSD, Mason et al . [5] proposed three
twin criteria for determining parent/twin boundaries . Continuing this work Wright et al. [6]
developed a fully automated technique that chose the major orientation within a grain as the parent
orientation. This work has led to a greater understanding of the coherency of twin boundaries and
twin area fractions. Henrie et al . [7] developed a semi-automated technique that relied on a manual
parent selection method that provided a more robust technique than just using a majority rule . This
paper presents a fully automated technique for determining twin statistics for FCC and HCP
materials that relies on a voting scheme to identify the parent orientation .

Three twin identification methods were used to determine the correctness of the automated twin
identification routine. The methods were : manual twin identification or a user identifying each twin
boundary, a semi-automated method that allowed a user to identify each parent orientation and a
program to identify each twin boundary, and lastly a fully automated technique for finding the
parent orientations and twin boundaries . These three methods were used to characterize twin area
fractions for 316E stainless steel and a-zirconium samples .

By comparing these three methods it was found that the fully automated technique was able to
extract reliable twin statistics. Although there was some divergence between the three methods the



twin area fractions were close . Twin statistics by twin system and twin generation, twin variants,
corrected twin widths, and Schmid factors can now be statistically reported . These twin statistics
can give a greater understanding of how twinning affects the deformation of materials .

Ma teria l

a-Zirconium samples were obtained from clock-rolled and fully recrystallized crystal-bar plate . The
chemistry was 0 <50, C <22, N <50, Fe <50, Al <20, V <50, Hf <35, and Ti <25 ppm . The original
microstructure consisted of equiaxed grains with a mean grain size of 25 µm . Bingen, et al . [7]
reported the initial material to be devoid of twins with a relatively strong axisymmetric <0001>
crystallographic texture aligned normal to the plate .

The a-zirconium was deformed in a Taylor cylinder impact test at room temperature and 100 m/s
[8] . In a Taylor cylinder impact test, a metal cylinder is launched against a rigid anvil at high speed .
As the cylinder impacts the anvil, sequential layers of material deform as a compressive stress wave
travels up the cylinder axis . Due to the nature of the anisotropic, in-plane strain hardening of this
zirconium and the relatively modest impact velocity, the first 14 mm of the cylinder, measured from
the impact face, experienced a nearly uniform strain of approximately 0 .20. Samples were sectioned
longitudinally to the Taylor cylinder axis . The section planes were metallographically prepared by
chemical polishing with a solution of H2O, HNO3, and HF in the proportion 9 :9:2 .

A rolled and annealed 316L stainless steel (SS316L) sample was obtained with a nominal
chemistry of (all in weight percent) 0 .015 C, 17 Cr, 1 Mn, 2 .5 Mo, 12 Ni, 0 .023 P, 0.015 S, 0 .5 Si,
and 67 Fe. The microstructure consisted of equiaxed grains with a mean grain size of 36 µm .
Sample were metallographically prepared and electron polished with a solution of 10 % oxalic acid
and 90 % water at 6 volts .

Automated EBSD was performed on all samples with a Philips XL-30 SEM using TSL's data
acquisition system. Representative regions were mapped with a step size of 0 .5 µm for the
zirconium and 1 .0 µm for the SS316L . Analysis of the EBSD data was accomplished with TSL's
OIM software along with techniques discussed later in the paper . Although TSL's OIM software
was used the authors believe that these techniques can be used with other EBSD systems .

Procedur e

Mason, et al. [5] suggested three criteria for verifying that any given grain boundary was most likely

a twin boundary . The first criterion for twin boundary identification is that the relative
misorientation between two lattice points be consistent with a twin definition . For this study a

misorientation angle tolerance of ± 5° was used . The second criterion verifies that a common

crystallographic plane, called the Kt plane, is present . An allowable misalignment off 3° was used
for the K, plane normals . Additionally, this criterion can determine which twin variant shares the

proper K, plane with the parent orientation . The third criterion is simply that the predicted twin
boundary should be consistent with the experimentally observed twin boundary, called the twin
boundary trace . This third step uses the K, plane and determines the inclination of the twin or K,
plane to the observed section plane of the sample . The line of intersection of the predicted twin

plane and the sample section plane should be parallel to the experimental grain boundary . The
details of this comparison are discussed by Wright and Larsen [10] . The third criterion is useful for
determining the coherency of twin boundaries . Since the twins in the Taylor cylinder experiment
experienced further deformation after creation the twin boundary trace was not applied in this study .

Three twin identification methods were used to determine the correctness of the automated twin
identification routine. A manual method was employed were a user checked each boundary for a
twin relationship using the previously mentioned twin criteria and grain morphology. If a twin



boundary was found that twin was marked and the overall twin area fractions were computed by
doing a pixel count of twin and parent matrix .

Expanding on the manual method a semi-automated routine was developed where a user entered
the parent orientations for each grain . Parent orientations were selected as in the manual method, but

then a program was developed that would find each twin boundary from the assumed parent

orientation . Details of the first two methods are discussed by Henrie, et al . [7] .

b~

a) b) c)

Figure I - Three common parent/twin morphologies a) One twin type with two twin variants

(darker gray colors) b) One twin type (black) c) One twin type (black) .

For the automated twin identification routine the first step was to predict which orientation is the

parent orientation in parent/twin relations . The simplest case, shown in Fig . la, is a grain that

contains a number of twin types or twin variants that only have twin relationships with the parent

orientation . Although this case is the simplest it is also the least likely to occur . The more likely

scenario, shown in Fig lb and le, is two orientations that produce the same number of twin

relationships .

To address an equal number of twin relations a voting
scheme consisting of six tests was used to identify the

parent orientation . The first test gives one vote to the major

orientation within a grain . The majority rule was used for
parent selection by Wright et al . [6J in a fully automated
routine, but the authors have shown [7] that this approach

only works at low strains . If there are only two orientations

within a grain the second test again awards the major

orientation with one vote .
Test three and four use aspect ratios by fitting a sphere to

the individual orientations . The third test awarded one vote

to the orientation with the largest aspect ratio . For test four

any orientation that had an aspect ratio less than .2 is

considered a twin and the other orientation received one
vote .

Some microstructures have secondary or tertiary twins or

twin generations, seen in Fig 2 . To account for twin

generations each orientation was checked to find th e

Figure 2 - Grain that contains
secondary and tertiary twins . P is

parent orientation and numbers are
twin generations .



number of twin generations . The fifth test awards the orientation with the smallest number of twin
generations with one vote .

The sixth test relies on the Schmid factor as determined in the conventional manner for slip :

m=cos Xcos~ (1)

where m is the Schmid factor, but with 2, defined as the angle between ill and the uniaxial stress
axis and ~ as the angle between the K, normal and the uniaxial stress axis . An inherent assumption
in Eq. 1 is that the macroscopic applied stress is the same as the local stress experienced by the
grain . Bingert [8] reported that although the twins diverged from the maximum Schmid factor
activation criterion the parent orientation could be determined from the sign of the Schmid factor .
For the sixth test if the Schmid factors of a parent/twin pair are equal but of opposite sign than the
orientation with a negative Schmid factor was given two votes . A tolerance of 0 .1 was applied. Even
with the assumption of stress state it was found that the Schmid factor predicted the correct parent
orientation approximately 88 percent of the time . After completing the tests the orientation with the
largest vote was selected as parent and twin statistics were computed .

If the voting scheme was unable to determine the parent orientation the program was stopped for
a user to enter the parent orientation . Under tests for SS316L and zirconium the program was able to
identify the parent orientation more than 98 percent of the time .

Results

Three twin identification methods were examined to understand the accuracy of a fully automated
twin identification routine. Of the three methods, manual twin identification required the most time
and was found lacking for generating a sufficient amount of twin data . The manual and semi-
automated methods rely on a user to identify the parent orientation and it was found that about 5
percent of the parent orientations were different from those picked by the automated routine . In
parent selection differences there was not always a clear indication of the parent orientation and the
authors feel that no method was able to correctly identify the parent orientations in all cases .

Table 1 - Twin Area Fractions with Different Twin Identification Methods for the Zirconium I OOm/s
Taylor Cylinder
Location 36mm 35mm 30mm 14mm llmm 8mm 4mm 2mm

(Strain) (4 pct) (6 pct) (14 pct) (21 pct) (2 1 pct) (2 1 pct) (21 pct) (2 1 pct)

Twin Identification Metho d

Manual 1 .6 pct 10.2 pct 12.1 pet 42.0 pct
Semi-automated 1 .4 pet 9.0 pct 12.5 pct 21 .4 pct 29 .9 pet 27.2 pet 35 .1 pet 42 .5 pet
Automated 1 .3 pet 11 .1 pet 11 .0 pet 24.8 pet 32 .9 pet 31 .2 pet 35 .3 pet 41 .3 pet

Table I shows the results of the different identification methods for the zirconium Taylor
cylinder samples . Most of the results between the different methods were close for the Taylor
cylinder except for the 14mm, llmm, and 8mm samples . Upon closer inspection these three
samples experienced the greatest deviation of parent orientation selection . Upon closer inspection it

was found that both the semi-automated and automated methods had some degree of error and that
the true twin area fraction was most likely between these bounds and the automated method is

mostly likely within 5 percent of the true area fraction . The only way a true statistical twin area
fraction could be found would be through serial sectioning, two mutually perpendicular sections, or
using stereology by section oblique planes to capture the true twin boundary inclination . Serial



sectioning and the other techniques are labor and time intensive but some work needs to be
performed to gain an understanding the accuracy of any two-dimensional twin study .

Table 2 - Twin Area Fractions of Primary
Twins with Different Twin Identification
Methods for Annealed SS316L
Twin Identification Metho d
Manual 27.4 pct
Semi-automated 28.8 pct
Automated 34.3 pct

For the SS316L sample, seen in Table 2, there was
a larger deviation in twin area fractions due to a
greater discrepancy in parent selection than
experienced in the zirconium samples . After studying
the deviation it was determined that a comparison
needed to be made between parent orientations and
secondary twining . A secondary twin has an
axis/angle relationship with the parent orientation o f

38.9° about the <110> plane. An additional vote is required for FCC annealing twins since the y
normally do not have an aspect ratio less than .2 like deformation twins .

Table 3 - Twin Area Fractions by Twin System and Average number of Twin Variants for the

Zirconium 100m/s Taylor Cylinde r

Location 36mm 35mm 30mm 14mm llmm 8mm 4mm 2mm
(Strain) (4 pct) (6 pct) (14 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct)

Twin System

{1121} 0.0 pct 0 .2 pct 0.1 pct 0.3 pct 0.2 pct 1 .5 pct 1 .0 pct 5 .0 pct

{l 122} 0.1 pct 0 .5 pct 0.1 pct 1 .0 pct 2.4 pct 0.1 pct 0.5 pct 0 .0 pct

{1012} 1 .2 pct 10 .4 pct 10 .8 pct 23 .5 pct 30.3 pct 29.6 pct 33.8 pct 36.3 pct

Table 4 - Twin Area Fraction by Twin Generation for SS316L Once the parent/twin
Primary Twin Secondary Twin Tert iary Twin Total relationships have been

34.3 pct 6.3 pct 0.9 pct 41 .5 pct determined twin area fractions
by twin type and twin

generation, active number of twin variants, corrected twin widths, and Schmid factors can be

extracted . To demonstrate some of these statistics Table 3 shows the twin area fractions by twin

type for the Taylor cylinder . Table 4 demonstrates the twin area fraction by twin generation for

SS316L. Other works have shown corrected twin widths and active twin variants [7] . These are only
a few of the twin statistics that can be extracted from EBSD data for understanding twinning .

Conclusion

A fully automated twin identification technique has been demonstrated for both FCC and HCP
materials. Although the automated techniques had some deviation with FCC annealing twins an
additional test in the voting scheme would improve the twin results . For deformation twins in HCP
materials the technique was able to capture the twin activity .

Twin statistics by twin system and twin generation, twin variants, corrected twin widths, and
Schmid factors can be statistically reported . These twin statistics can give a greater understanding of
how twinning affects the deformation of materials . Additionally modelers will have greater statistics
in order to increase the accuracy of plasticity models .
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Abstract

Historically, twinning information has been obtained by optical microscopy, TEM, and neutron
diffraction . Recent research has shown that automated electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) can
be used to extract reliable twinning statistics . An automated twin identification technique for use
with EBSD has facilitated a greater understanding of deformation twinning in materials . The key
features of this automated framework are the use of the crystallographic definition of twin
relationships, the inclination of the common K1 plane at a twin boundary, and the correct
identification of the parent orientation in a parent/twin pair . The complex nature of the parent/twin
interactions required the use of a voting scheme to correctly identify parent orientations . In those
few cases were the voting scheme was unable to determine parent orientation (< 2 pct) the algorithm
allows for manual selection . Twin area fractions are categorized by operative twin systems along
with secondary and tertiary twinning . These statistics are reported for a-zirconium and 316E
stainless steel . These improved twin statistics can help quantify deformation processes as well as
provide validation of plasticity models for materials that exhibit deformation twinning .

Introduction

As the predictive capabilities of twin models improve, gross measures of twin density or twin area
fractions may no longer be sufficient validation metrics . Details of the microscopic deformation

such as the balance between competing twin types and the number of active twin variants may be

required. One example of this progress toward greater microstructural detail can be seen in studies

of shape memory alloys [1,2] . In an effort to obtain statistical twin information automated electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) [3] has been used but most EBSD work has only focused on
misorientation relationships [4] . To extend twin studies with EBSD, Mason et al. [5] proposed three

twin criteria for determining parent/twin boundaries . Continuing this work Wright et al. [6]

developed a fully automated technique that chose the major orientation within a grain as the parent

orientation. This work has led to a greater understanding of the coherency of twin boundaries and

twin area fractions . Henrie et al. [7] developed a semi-automated technique that relied on a manual

parent selection method that provided a more robust technique than just using a majority rule . This

paper presents a fully automated technique for determining twin statistics for FCC and HCP

materials that relies on a voting scheme to identify the parent orientation .

Three twin identification methods were used to determine the correctness of the automated twin
identification routine . The methods were : manual twin identification or a user identifying each twin
boundary, a semi-automated method that allowed a user to identify each parent orientation and a
program to identify each twin boundary, and lastly a fully automated technique for finding the
parent orientations and twin boundaries . These three methods were used to characterize twin area
fractions for 316E stainless steel and a-zirconium samples .

By comparing these three methods it was found that the fully automated technique was able to
extract reliable twin statistics . Although there was some divergence between the three methods the



twin area fractions were close . Twin statistics by twin system and twin generation, twin variants,
corrected twin widths, and Schmid factors can now be statistically reported . These twin statistics
can give a greater understanding of how twinning affects the deformation of materials .

Material

a-Zirconium samples were obtained from clock-rolled and fully recrystallized crystal-bar plate . The
chemistry was 0 <50, C <22, N <50, Fe <50, Al <20, V <50, Hf <35, and Ti <25 ppm . The original
microstructure consisted of equiaxed grains with a mean grain size of 25 µm . Bingen, et al . [7]
reported the initial material to be devoid of twins with a relatively strong axisymmetric <0001>
crystallographic texture aligned normal to the plate .

The a-zirconium was deformed in a Taylor cylinder impact test at room temperature and 1 00 m/s
[8] . In a Taylor cylinder impact test, a metal cylinder is launched against a rigid anvil at high speed .
As the cylinder impacts the anvil, sequential layers of material deform as a compressive stress wave
travels up the cylinder axis . Due to the nature of the anisotropic, in-plane strain hardening of this
zirconium and the relatively modest impact velocity, the first 14 mm of the cylinder, measured from
the impact face, experienced a nearly uniform strain of approximately 0 .20. Samples were sectioned
longitudinally to the Taylor cylinder axis . The section planes were metallographically prepared by
chemical polishing with a solution of H2O, HN03, and HF in the proportion 9 :9 :2 .

A rolled and annealed 316L stainless steel (SS316L) sample was obtained with a nominal
chemistry of (all in weight percent) 0 .015 C, 17 Cr, 1 Mn, 2 .5 Mo, 12 Ni, 0 .023 P, 0.015 S, 0 .5 Si,
and 67 Fe . The microstructure consisted of equiaxed grains with a mean grain size of 36 µm .
Sample were metallographically prepared and electron polished with a solution of 10 % oxalic acid
and 90 % water at 6 volts .

Automated EBSD was performed on all samples with a Philips XL-30 SEM using TSL's data
acquisition system . Representative regions were mapped with a step size of 0 .5 µm for the
zirconium and 1 .0 µm for the SS3 1 6L. Analysis of the EBSD data was accomplished with TSL's
OIM software along with techniques discussed later in the paper . Although TSL's ON software
was used the authors believe that these techniques can be used with other EBSD systems .

Procedur e

Mason, et al. [5] suggested three criteria for verifying that any given grain boundary was most likely
a twin boundary. The first criterion for twin boundary identification is that the relative
misorientation between two lattice points be consistent with a twin definition . For this study a
misorientation angle tolerance of ±5° was used. The second criterion verifies that a common
crystallographic plane, called the K, plane, is present. An allowable misalignment of ±3° was used
for the K, plane normals . Additionally, this criterion can determine which twin variant shares the
proper Ki plane with the parent orientation . The third criterion is simply that the predicted twin
boundary should be consistent with the experimentally observed twin boundary, called the twin
boundary trace . This third step uses the K, plane and determines the inclination of the twin or K,
plane to the observed section plane of the sample . The line of intersection of the predicted twin
plane and the sample section plane should be parallel to the experimental grain boundary . The
details of this comparison are discussed by Wright and Larsen [10] . The third criterion is useful for
determining the coherency of twin boundaries . Since the twins in the Taylor cylinder experiment
experienced further deformation after creation the twin boundary trace was not applied in this study .

Three twin identification methods were used to determine the correctness of the automated twin
identification routine . A manual method was employed were a user checked each boundary for a
twin relationship using the previously mentioned twin criteria and grain morphology. If a twin



boundary was found that twin was marked and the overall twin area fractions were computed by
doing a pixel count of twin and parent matrix .

Expanding on the manual method asemi-automated routine was developed where a user entered

the parent orientations for each grain . Parent orientations were selected as in the manual method, but
then a program was developed that would find each twin boundary from the assumed parent

orientation. Details of the first two methods are discussed by Henrie, et al . [7] .

a) b) c)

Figure 1 - Three common parent/twin morphologies a) One twin type with two twin variants

(darker gray colors) b) One twin type (black) c) One twin type (black) .

For the automated twin identification routine the first step was to predict which orientation is the

parent orientation in parent/twin relations . The simplest case, shown in Fig . la, is a grain that

contains a number of twin types or twin variants that only have twin relationships with the parent

orientation. Although this case is the simplest it is also the least likely to occur . The more likely

scenario, shown in Fig lb and Ic, is two orientations that produce the same number of twin

relationships .

To address an equal number of twin relations a voting

scheme consisting of six tests was used to identify the
parent orientation . The first test gives one vote to the major

orientation within a grain . The majority rule was used for

parent selection by Wright et al. [6] in a fully automated
routine, but the authors have shown [7] that this approach

only works at low strains. If there are only two orientations

within a grain the second test again awards the major

orientation with one vote .
Test three and four use aspect ratios by fitting a sphere to

the individual orientations . The third test awarded one vote

to the orientation with the largest aspect ratio . For test four
any orientation that had an aspect ratio less than .2 is

considered a twin and the other orientation received one
vote .

Some microstructures have secondary or tertiary twins or

twin generations, seen in Fig 2 . To account for twin

generations each orientation was checked to find th e

Figure 2 - Grain that contains
secondary and tertiary twins . P is

parent orientation and numbers are
twin generations .



number of twin generations . The fifth test awards the orientation with the smallest number of twin
generations with one vote .

The sixth test relies on the Schmid factor as determined in the conventional manner for slip :

m=cos Xcos~ (1)

where m is the Schmid factor, but with X defined as the angle between ill and the uniaxial stress
axis and ~ as the angle between the K, normal and the uniaxial stress axis . An inherent assumption
in Eq. 1 is that the macroscopic applied stress is the same as the local stress experienced by the
grain . Bingen [8] reported that although the twins diverged from the maximum Schmid factor
activation criterion the parent orientation could be determined from the sign of the Schmid factor .
For the sixth test if the Schmid factors of a parent/twin pair are equal but of opposite sign than the
orientation with a negative Schmid factor was given two votes . A tolerance of 0 .1 was applied. Even
with the assumption of stress state it was found that the Schmid factor predicted the correct parent
orientation approximately 88 percent of the time . After completing the tests the orientation with the
largest vote was selected as parent and twin statistics were computed .

If the voting scheme was unable to determine the parent orientation the program was stopped for
a user to enter the parent orientation . Under tests for SS316L and zirconium the program was able to
identify the parent orientation more than 98 percent of the time .

Results

Three twin identification methods were examined to understand the accuracy of a fully automated
twin identification routine. Of the three methods, manual twin identification required the most time
and was found lacking for generating a sufficient amount of twin data . The manual and semi-
automated methods rely on a user to identify the parent orientation and it was found that about 5
percent of the parent orientations were different from those picked by the automated routine . In
parent selection differences there was not always a clear indication of the parent orientation and the
authors feel that no method was able to correctly identify the parent orientations in all cases .

Table I - Twin Area Fractions with Different Twin Identification Methods for the Zirconium 100m/s
Taylor Cylinder
Location 36mm 35mm 30mm 14mm llmm 8mm 4mm 2mm
(Strain) (4 pct) (6 pct) (14 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct) (21 pct)

Twin Identification Metho d

Manual 1 .6 pct 10 .2 pct 12.1 pct 42.0 pet
Semi-automated 1 .4 pct 9 .0 pct 12.5 pct 21 .4 pct 29.9 pct 27.2 pct 35 .1 pct 42.5 pct
Automated 1 .3 pct 11 .1 pct 11 .0 pct 24.8 pct 32.9 pct 31 .2 pct 35 .3 pct 41 .3 pct

Table 1 shows the results of the different identification methods for the zirconium Taylor

cylinder samples . Most of the results between the different methods were close for the Taylor
cylinder except for the 14mm, llmm, and 8mm samples . Upon closer inspection these three
samples experienced the greatest deviation of parent orientation selection . Upon closer inspection it

was found that both the semi-automated and automated methods had some degree of error and that
the true twin area fraction was most likely between these bounds and the automated method is
mostly likely within 5 percent of the true area fraction. The only way a true statistical twin area

fraction could be found would be through serial sectioning, two mutually perpendicular sections, or
using stereology by section oblique planes to capture the true twin boundary inclination . Serial



sectioning and the other techniques are labor and time intensive but some work needs to be
performed to gain an understanding the accuracy of any two-dimensional twin study .

Table 2 - Twin Area Fractions of Primary
Twins with Different Twin Identification
Methods for Annealed SS316 L
Twin Identification Metho d
Manual 27.4 pet
Semi-automated 28 .8 pet
Automated 34 .3 pet

38 . 9 ° about the < l l0> plane . An additional
normally do not have an aspect ratio less than

For the SS316L sample, seen in Table 2, there was
a larger deviation in twin area fractions due to a
greater discrepancy in parent selection than
experienced in the zirconium samples . After studying
the deviation it was determined that a comparison
needed to be made between parent orientations and
secondary twining. A secondary twin has an
axis/angle relationship with the parent orientation of
vote is required for FCC annealing twins since they
.2 like deformation twins .

Table 3 - Twin Area Fractions by Twin System and Average number of Twin Variants for the
Zirconium 100m/s Taylor Cylinder

Location 36mm 35mm 30mm 14mm llmm 8mm 4mm 2mm
(Strain) (4 pet) (6 pet) (14 pet) (21 pet) (21 pet) (21 pet) (21 pet) (21 pet)

Twin System

{l 1.21} 0 .0 pct 0 .2 pct 0 .1 pet 0 .3 pet 0.2 pct 1 .5 pet 1 . 0 pct 5 . 0 pct

{1 122} 0 . 1 pet 0 . 5 pet 0 .1 pet 1 .0 pet 2.4 pet 0 .1 pet 0.5 pet 0.0 pet

{1012} 1 . 2 pet 10 . 4 pet 10 .8 pet 23 .5 pet 30.3 pet 29.6 pet 33 . 8 pet 36 . 3 pet

Table 4 - Twin Area Fraction by Twin Generation for SS316L
Primary Twin Secondary Twin Tertiary Twin Tota l

34 .3 pet 6 .3 pet 0.9 pct 41 .5 pet

Once
relationships
determined

the parent/twin
have been

twin area fraction s
by twin type and twin

generation, active number of twin variants, corrected twin widths, and Schmid factors can be

extracted . To demonstrate some of these statistics Table 3 shows the twin area fractions by twin

type for the Taylor cylinder . Table 4 demonstrates the twin area fraction by twin generation for

SS316L. Other works have shown corrected twin widths and active twin variants [7] . These are only
a few of the twin statistics that can be extracted from EBSD data for understanding twinning .

Conc lus ion

A fully automated twin identification technique has been demonstrated for both FCC and HCP
materials . Although the automated techniques had some deviation with FCC annealing twins an
additional test in the voting scheme would improve the twin results . For deformation twins in HCP
materials the technique was able to capture the twin activity .

Twin statistics by twin system and twin generation, twin variants, corrected twin widths, and
Schmid factors can be statistically reported . These twin statistics can give a greater understanding of
how twinning affects the deformation of materials . Additionally modelers will have greater statistics
in order to increase the accuracy of plasticity models .
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